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This work is focused on analyzing fiber distribution in composite material cross–section. First, an 
application for obtaining the so-called ground truth data is proposed in Python with the use of 
OpenCV, Open source computer vision [1]. The application enables the user to see a digital 
photograph of composite cross–section obtained using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) in 
different modes and to determine the fiber circular area by defining three bounding points at 
minimum. The fiber center position and radius is calculated by least square method. 
Second, an algorithm for automatic fiber detection is proposed using OpenCV and Python. The image 
of composite cross–section is subjected to image preprocessing, binarization and segmentation as 
well as many other digital image processing methods [2]. 
Results of the application for ground truth data and of the algorithm for fiber detection are 
compared by histograms depicting the fiber radii distribution. These results are required for 
modelling unidirectional long-fiber composite materials on microscopic scale and determining 
material properties of substituents of unit cell representing the representative volume of the 
material [3]. 
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